
MTL CHALK BAG INSTRUCTIONS
*use 1/2” seam allowance unless otherwise noted.

materials:
· exterior fabric - heavyweight canvas or denim. or lighterweight fabric with interfacing
· interior fabric - any type of fuzzy fabric, like �eece or an old jacket
· cover fabric - nylon ripstop. or any lightweight material
· 12” piece of 1/8” thick cording
· 8“ grossgrain ribbon or bias tape
· 1” webbing -  cut 5” for loop, cut (length of waist + 8“) for waistbelt (optional)
· 1” d-ring
· 1 cordlock
· 1” buckle

  instructions:
1. cut out all pieces, mark openings 
2. place short ends of cover piece right sides together (RST) and sew along the edge. make sure to sew 
around the marked opening. �nger press the seam open. on the right side of the fabric, topstitch along 
both edges of the seam that was just sewn. fold the cover piece in half lengthwise to form a channel. at 
the opening, thread the cording through the channel, letting the excess cord dangle from the opening. 
baste the raw edges of the cover piece together.
3. place short ends of the interior body RST and sew along the edge. make sure to sew around the marked 
opening. �nger press the seam open. on the right side, topstitch the seam allowance down (optional). place
the long edge of the interior body furthest away from the opening RST with the interior bottom. sew in 
place. i �nd it helpful to sew without pins and use my �ngers to line the body up with the bottom piece as 
i sew. trim the seam allowance to 1/4” and clip around the circle.
4. on the exterior body, make a mark at the foldline on the long side closest to the opening. make another
mark 2.5“ down from the �rst mark. fold over the raw edge of the 5” piece of webbing 1/2” and line up the 
edge of the webbing with the second mark. sew in place.
5. repeat step 3 with the exterior body and exterior bottom pieces. 
6. place the interior bag into the exterior bag wrong sides together (WST). line up the side seam. serge the 
top edges together.
7. place the cover piece, cord side facing out, into the chalk bag, lining up the side seams. thread the cord
through the openings left in the interior body and exterior body. secure with a cordlock and a knot. baste 
the raw edge of the cover piece to the rest of the bag.
8. bind the raw edge with ribbon or bias tape. clips help a lot here to prevent the tape from shifting. be
careful not to catch the loop webbing.
9. fold over the other raw edge of the loop webbing 1/2”. thread a d-ring onto the webbing. with the d-ring
in the middle, sandwich the edge of the chalk bag between the end of the webbing and the outer pieces.
sew in place along the binding stitch line to secure the webbing.
10. (optional) cut a length of webbing that �ts your waist + 8” for ease. sew on both ends of the buckle. 
thread the waistbelt through the webbing loop. or just clip the d-ring to your harness.

climb on! 


